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Executive Summary

through sound and music, therefore creating a positive mood to 
face their work. 

The outcome of the project - takeUthere digital product intro-
duced a sound-driven experience in which nurses can enjoy 
short-term relaxation. It provides detailed sound from a daily 
office object. The user needs to find it and scan it on the APP. 
Then it delivers a fantastic charming scenario with 360-degree 
panorama visuals cooperating with relaxing scenario music. The 
final design includes APP user experience design, panorama 
visual design, and scenario sound editing. Moreover, it successful-
ly convinced 8 participants with its unique fun experience. It 
shows the values for further development possibilities and 
improvement ideas. It also concluded new implementation oppor-
tunities areas followed by future recommendations.

takeUthere, let the sound bring you to a scenario that you ever 
dreamt of.

takeUthere is a digital product design for nurses in the hospital 
to reduce working stress during work break time. As the profes-
sions that help people solve health problems, the hospital staff 
pay attention to the patientʼs physical condition all the time, 
including nurses, they face complex and difficult tasks every day. 
During the work, they need to follow orders from the head nurse 
and physicians, regulate mood for patients and their families, 
monitor the medical equipment, track the data and write reports 
for information sharing with colleagues, etc. This type of work 
challenges a nurse's professional skills, psychological enduring 
capacity, sense organ enduring capacity. Metally overwhelming 
becomes normal status in nursesʼ daily working time. Therefore, 
providing a balance between sensory and mental during the 
work break by regulating their mood has its value to be 
explored.

This graduation project aims to solve this problem by introducing 
a product/service solution. It cooperates with TU Delft Critical 
Alarms Lab, which focuses on sound-related research and 
design, in the area of healthcare, academic hospitals, etc. The 
main goal is to reduce the daily working pressure of nurses 
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From a daily object to an imaginary world.
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1. Project Introduction
In this chapter, you will see a background introduction, the problem definition, project 
context, and the design approach in the project.
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1.1 Introduction

“In the hospital, all the attention falls on the patients.” 

This patient-centered environment requires 
doctors and nurses to face complex and difficult 
tasks every day. New diseases and cases force 
them to focus the mind on patients and medical 
equipment. After the doctor completed the 
diagnosis, except for the operation, the nursing 
and care of the later period fell to the nurses. 
This makes nurses experience a lot of pressure 
when facing daily work, which will undoubtedly 
cause negative emotions, make it more difficult 
to empathize with the patients under care, and 
even affect their follow-up work and their 
normal lives. (Jill Suttie, 2017) The profession of 
a nurse requires a professional level of opera-
tion, empathy for patients, and a calm working 
attitude. All these require nurses to have strong 
self-regulation ability, to switch freely between 
complex tasks, and to maintain their calm 
emotions at all times to ensure work efficiency. 
However, this is an ideal working environment, 

but in fact, there are many factors that affect the 
psychological pressure of nurses.

Normally, in the hospital environment, people 
usually feel a sense of seriousness and coldness. 
Patients usually face the diagnosis and treatment 
with a calm, nervous, or even an extreme 
attitude. In order not to affect the judgment or 
treatment of doctors and nurses, the hospital is 
usually very quiet, but accompanied by warning 
sounds from medical equipment. This will greatly 
affect the mental health of people who have been 
working in this environment for a long time. As 
mental health is an essential issue for everyone to 
pay attention to these days, the increasing work-
ing pressure will cause a lot of people to find it 
hard to balance their life and work and therefore 
experience uncertainty, effortlessness, or even 
depression. (Susan Klitzman, James S. House, 
1989) 

Figure 1. Stressed state is normal on a nurse. (Credit: Minority Nurse)
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working hours without paying too much atten-
tion but can increase the working efficiency and 
refresh their minds to some extent. 

In this report, you will follow the whole design 
process driven by reducing pressure and the 
possibilities of using music. The project started in 
spring 2021, new waves of COVID-19 outbreaks 
challenge the project research. New design 
methods were conducted to understand the user 
perspective. Therefore, the project also brings 
especially relevance to the busy, hard-working 
hospital workers.

They need to have appropriate relaxation or 
recovery of their senses during the working 
hours for example, visual and auditory.

In terms of sense recovery, it often uses 
sound/music as a medium, with the environmen-
tal elements, for example, lighting and other 
visuals, received by the user, therefore, chang-
ing the brainwaves and nerves to create dopa-
mine and regulate the user's mood. Study shows 
that introducing positive music and sound can 
bring relaxation and alleviate the stress 
response. (Elliott Salamon, Minsun Kim, 2002) 
The potential to implement sound and music into 
nursesʼ daily working brings it unique values.

Overall, the graduation project will focus on 
helping nurses in the hospital decrease the rate 
of pressure from daily work and design a 
product/service system that they can use during 
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1.2 Problem Definition

Nurses in the hospital always experience sensory overload during work-
ing hours. Personal mental health cannot be secured means more chanc-
es to make mistakes in normal work. However, the lack of awareness and 
appropriate methods to recover their senses increase the high-pressure 
conditions. The challenge will be to create an interactive experience 
through sound and music for them. So within the assignment, I (the 
author, the researcher, the designer) aim to explore how to use 
sound/music as a medium to deliver positive interaction, therefore bring-
ing positive attitudes towards daily missions and releasing working pres-
sure for nurses.

THE PROBLEM

Within the scope of the project, it is expected to result in a product/ser-
vice system that introduces sound/music to nurses during daily work but 
without adding any burden to follow or receive, comparing with their 
current routines, and create a feeling of mind-recovering. The outcome 
involves user experience design, sound/music design.

THE ASSIGNMENT
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1.3 Project Goal and Scope

Deliver a product/service solution for nurses to reduce daily working 
stress by using sound and music interaction, therefore regulating 
their moods.

PROJECT GOAL

To make the whole project structure clearer, the researcher defined 
3 fundamental needs from Pieter Desmetʼs 13 Fundamental Psycho-
logical Needs. Beauty is one of the human needs that experience 
the elegance, coherence, and harmony side of the world. However, 
in the design context, a nurse's daily working environment has a lot 
of disharmonious alarm sounds from medical equipment, the unap-
pealing patientʼs talking, etc. In the design solution, Iʼm going to 
bring music interaction to create Unity and Order for them to regu-
late the balance of the personal mood. Then, with a positive mood 
and attitude, further reduce working stress in the hospital by having 
a feeling of Comfort. It requires to offer Peace of Mind - having a 
mental state of calmness. Overall, the design is going to help nurses 
to have good health from a mental perspective, and also to raise the 
awareness that hospital workers should also pay enough attention to 
themselves to recover their senses.

PROJECT SCOPE

Bring music interaction 
to create Unity&Order.

Find the experience gap that has 
opportunity to use music to improve.

Use music interaction 
to regulate mood.

Define emotional states 
that need to be regulated.

Focus on the mental health 
of nurses.

Reduce working stress 
in the hospital.

BEAUTY
Unity&Order

FITNESS
Health

COMFORT
Peace of mind

A Product-service 
design solution

Figure 2. Project Scope - 3 Fundamental Needs in the project
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1.4 Design Approaches

Research, analyse 
& ideate

Design Vision

Deeper exploration
Prototyping & Testing

Concept directionProblem Definition Final Design

Project scope & goal

Context & User research

Research analysis & design opportunities

Ideation

Concept Detailing

Technology Implementation Research 

Concept modifying and prototyping

Final Evaluation

Determine the project scope 

Desktop research about the background, 
Define research scope and questions.

Basic design background study

Exploratory research to define scope and research 

questions

a

Context & User & Knowledge research

Context and User research to get a better understand-
ing of a nurse's working environment and working 
structure. At the same time to learn related knowledge 
about pressure, emotion, and music.

Context & User study by literature research and co-cre-

ation workshop with hospital workers

Literature review on pressure, emotion, and 

music/sound.

b

Figure 3. Design Approaches in Double Diamond design model
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Analysis & Opportunities

Gather all the research results and find out the design 
opportunities, determine the design vision. Start doing 
ideation according to the vision.

Organizing all the design insights into design goals and 

design vision. And prepare the next steps to ideate 

possible design solutions.

c

Concept Development & Final Design Direction

Design conceptualization. Define concepts and make 
the selection. Find out the way music and sound can 
take part in the design ideas.

Concept generation and explanation

Concept synthesis and final direction

d

Technology Research and Concept Detailing

Find out technical requirements in the final design by 
conducting Technology Research. To realize the ideal 
effect, select the appropriate music/sound composition 
and iterate for the design concept.

Technology research to find design requirements of 

implementing the specific technology

Visual & Music demo in the final design.

Concept prototyping

e

Final Evaluation, Reflecting and Concluding

Conduct final user testing to verify the function, qualita-
tive research, and reflect on all the design processes 
and researches. Find out the limitations, benefits, 
possible future improvements, applications from differ-
ent perspectives, in order to introduce a complete, 
viable, feasible, desirable solution.

f
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2. Context Analysis
This chapter focuses on the research about nursesʼ daily working environment and 
structure of work, as well as the relationship between sound/music and pressure/mood. 
The goal of the whole research is to understand nursesʼ needs, possible application 
domains, and design opportunities.

takeUthere



Research Direction & Method

Understand the Nursesʼ work in the Dutch medical system

The working journey of nurses

As the project aims to give solutions to reduce stress for nurses in the 
Dutch hospitals, the basic knowledge about the structure of a Dutch 
hospital, working principles, working environments, etc. needs to be 
researched. This research will help the researcher to understand the 
context, in order to have a clear overview in the mind. The desktop 
research was used in this section.

Nurses are the target group in this project. The understanding of the 
daily working journey and job content are essential to be learned. The 
research content will help the reseacher to find pain points and design 
opportunities to introduce the final design. Literature research and user 
research (workshop) were used in this section.

Pressure & mood

Music and Emotion

The main topic for the project is to use music and sound to regulate 
nursesʼ moods. As the issue is how to reduce stress (working pressure), 
research about the stress sources, nursesʼ working stakeholders are 
needed. The insights were discovered through co-creation workshop 
discussion and observation, referred to literature research results at the 
same time.

As a type of information input, solving the problem by using music and 
sound requires knowing why, how, what music, and regulating emo-
tions. Defining the emotional states that need to be changed by using 
music is needed.

18 Research Direction & Method



Pressure & mood LITERATURE REVIEW QUESTIONS

Music and Emotion

- What is the current Dutch medical system like? 
- What are the requirements of becoming a nurse? What type of 
skills and mindset are required as a normal nurse?
- What types of benefits will the nurses and other stakeholders 
have if the working stress is released?
- How does sound/music affect peopleʼs moods and pressure?
- What types of music can change peopleʼs emotions? Why can it 
change peopleʼs emotions?

USER RESEARCH QUESTIONS

 - Awareness on sounds around you. How do you feel about 
those sounds?
 - Do you listen to music during the daytime? What do you do 
when you listen to music? Can you match your behaviors with the 
music? Match music genre with activities.
 - Do you feel stressed when doing your daily tasks? What is 
your personal way to reduce stress for a while and focus on 
work quickly?

 - How do you maintain a good mood when facing on work?
 - What typical sounds can you find in your daily working envi-
ronment?
 - What type of sounds is joyful for you?

19Research Direction & Method



2.1 Background Review

2.1.1 Nurse’s work in a Dutch Hospital

In the Netherlands, the GP holds a central role when it 
comes to healthcare. If a person has any questions regard-
ing physical and mental health, the personal GP is the first 
one to ask. As well as answering any health questions the 
person may have, a GP in the Netherlands can also 
perform minor surgical procedures and carry out pediatric 
and gynecological examinations. Generally, a GP does not 
provide dental treatments.

After consulting the GP, the person can make an appoint-
ment with a specific department in the general Dutch hospi-
tal. Through this medical system means specialists and 
nurses can have more focused work on patients that really 
need help. On the other hand, it requires more solid profes-
sional skills and mindset to face the everyday complex 
work. [1]

Communication
Attitude & 
Confidence

Teamwork

Networking

Critical Thinking
Problem 
solving

Professionalism

Empathy

Conflict 
resolution

Adaptability

Initiative

Work ethic

From GP to Hospital

Figure 4. Nurses’ soft skills [1][2]
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Research from Lotte Maja Salome in Erasmus MC, Rotter-
dam [3] results on a nurseʼs workflow journey map. There 
are 4 major high-pressure feelings during a nurseʼs daily 
work:

The working journey of nurses

When in the morning Doctor Visit section, treatment meth-
ods may have some changes, which are sometimes 
disagreed by nurses but have to be accepted. As nurses 
always do face-to-face treatment for patients, they may get 
more insights from details than doctors. This gap increases 
the working pressure.

The check-up process. Nurses need to get patientʼs data 
regularly to stay updated, and administer medication, also 
implement treatment plans.

The transport (especially ICU). Sometimes the patients 
need to do X-rays at another place. The nurses need to 
help out, especially all the machineryʼs disconnection, etc.

For a normal nurse in the hospital, the personal moment 
only occurs at coffee break in the morning, lunch break, 
and work shift during the day. In most cases, they donʼt 
have enough time to finish a time-consuming activity to 
distract them. But short escapism especially from the noisy 
medical environment is necessary. 

A short-term escape from reality for sense recovery

The information asymmetry between nurses and colleagues 
will cause a lot of misunderstandings, mistakes, and 
psychological unpleasantness. The sense of being in a 
group is needed during the work. 

Feel involved in the discussion and treatment decisions with colleagues

The administration. Nurses need to record and report 
information about the patients to colleagues and keep them 
up to date. The summary of changes is complex and needs 
quite a long time.

Needs:

21Background Review - Nurseʼs work in a Dutch Hospital



As nursesʼ work needs teamwork a lot, they need a feeling 
of belonging in the team and following it.

Some of them may need to increase the communication between 
colleagues.

“When we routinely collaborate, the clinical climate within 
our work environment rises, workplace satisfaction 
improves, and staffing retention soars. All team members 
want to feel that their ideas and skills are valued. And 
increasing nursing workplace satisfaction is linked to posi-
tive patient care experiences.”[4]

Communication between nurses not only should be 
increased during the work, but appropriate team-building 
activities during spear time also bring benefits to some 
extent.[5]
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Conclusions:

The four major high-pressure and negative emotions from 
nursesʼ working journey occur mainly due to the complexity 
of the tasks. The nurses should take their responsibilities to 
the administrations. Therefore, they experience personal 
mental health challenges at that moment.

There are some touchpoints that they can have some rest 
during work, for example after the medication, lunch 
break, daily summary period, etc. The characteristics of 
these potential touchpoints are short periods of time, 
quickly switchable, from complexity to simplicity.

The high-pressure feeling sometimes comes from the com-
munication gaps between colleagues. There are opportuni-
ties to design for nurseʼs communication, but it will be 
affected due to nurseʼs personal willingness and personali-
ties, etc.

A well-structured Dutch medical system offers a focused 
working environment, yet needs more solid personal soft 
skills. Nursesʼ work directly influences the patient's health 
and recovery. Designing for nurses has its unique value, 
maintaining a better working attitude, so as to better help 
patients.
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A study by Erber & Markunas shows that a positive mood 
indicates that the environment is comfortable and familiar, 
and not dangerous. Therefore, people can safely help 
others. A good mood drives an attitude that people are 
willing to accept people and give their own support. Finally, 
the most important thing is the possibility that helping makes 
us feel good about ourselves, thereby maintaining our 
positive mood. In fact, people who are in good moods are 
particularly likely to help when the help that they are going 
to give seems likely to maintain their positive mood. But if 
they think that the helping is going to spoil their good mood, 
even people in good moods are likely to refuse to help.

However, a negative mood causes guilt, which sometimes 
also makes people helpful. But as for nurses, they help 
patients on a daily basis, and it is also their duty to work. 
The negative mood will only cause more mistakes at work. 
So regulating nursesʼ mood to a positive state not only 
benefits their mental health but also has value to keep on 
their nursing working. [6]

2.1.2 Music/Sound, and Relaxation

The Importance of Maintaining a Positive Mood

Sound waves affect hearing, the sense linked to many of the 
bodyʼs physiological reactions. Therefore, as a form of 
mixed source sound wave, music affects the body like any 
other sound. Rhythms, beats, and audio samples often 
imitate nature, and the power of voice carries through both 
analog and digital means. The ears signal the brain to 
produce dopamine. [7]

Journal of Music Therapy by Oxford Academic keeps 
updating research and information about using music to 
help people with Dementia, Traumatic Brain Injury, Autistic 
Children, Anxiety, etc. [8] Suzanne Hanser defined anxiety, 
also referred to as stress and tension, and conducted 
research in music therapy with analysis using brainwave 
measurement and behavioral observations of reduced 
stress. [9] Martina de Witte et al researched the positive 
effects of music on both physiological arousals and psycho-
logical stress experiences. The conclusion shows that music 
mostly affects heart rate and hormone levels. [10]

How Does music Help Reducing Stress
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In general, music has a lot of different genres, which may 
have different effects on peopleʼs feelings and moods. Also, 
people tend to choose a diverse type of music to match their 
behaviors. Therefore, according to scientific evidence, 
depending on the track, music can impact hormone levels, 
heart rate, blood pressure, the psychobiological stress 
system, mood, post-task mental and physical revitalization, 
alertness and energy levels, etc. [11]

There are 4 types of Delta waves, but Alpha waves have the 
function of strengthening absorption, sorting, and remember-
ing information. When people feel bored or feared, they 
will be in a state of tension. When people feel anxious or 
restless, the brain will be in a state of β waves.

Alpha wave music normally has 60-70bmp, soft music. The 
slower a song, the more likely the person is to experience 
deeper breathing, lower blood pressure, and a lower heart 
rate. Faster music has the opposite effect—pumping up the 
vitals and propelling the person to move.[12]

Brain Waves and Music
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The research shows results comparing with naturalistic 
sounds and artificial sounds: peopleʼs minds focus 
outward-direction on the environment when listening to 
nature sounds, and focus inward-direction on themselves, 
which is similar to the states observed in anxiety, post-trau-
matic stress disorder, and depression. 

“Nature sounds physically alter the connections in our brains, 
reducing our bodyʼs natural fight-or-flight instinct. ” [13]

The study quantifies the soundscape in national parks in the 
United States. The results show that prominent, persistent 
natural sounds may confer additional health benefits by 
masking noise. Nature sounds like water sounds and bird 
sounds have the biggest influence on regulating moods.

“Natural sounds improve health, increase positive affect, 
and lower stress and annoyance. ” [14]

Nature Sounds and Relaxation How Do We Relax - Activities and Behaviors

Graduation research from M. Berket [15] studied the sleep-
ing experience and the relationship between stress and 
sleep. In the research conclusion part, he introduced a 
concluded chart about How Do We Relax. The author 
classified the way of relaxation into five parts: Disconnect 
from reality, Sensory soothing, Embrace the mind, Emotional 
belonging, and Personal development.

Disconnecting from reality means activities that donʼt require 
brain power but keep the mind entertained, for example 
watching TV, reading, painting, etc. Sensory soothing 
means activities that provide sensory stimulation, which can 
enrich the experience of the world. Embracing the mind 
means activities that help the personal mind to open and 
spread, like doing meditation or yoga, etc. Emotional 
belonging allows the person to be surrounded by people 
who care about them with or without physical activities. 
Finally, personal development means activities where the 
person can do it alone but feel comfortable and joyful.
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Conclusions:

Music and sound as tools to reduce stress is not an innova-
tive invention. Scientists have proved the positive effects of 
using it to help various types of people.

Soft, slow tempo music and nature sounds will affect the 
personʼs Alpha Brain Wave and reduce stress by regulating 
physiological and psychological index.

Activities about actively seeking to reduce the stress of the 
person always show a modest, soothing, or even microstate 
of physical interaction. The interaction is more closed to the 
information offering-receiving perspective.

For nurses, helping them regulate mood to a positive state 
can keep certain effectiveness of helping patients and 
execute nursing tasks. This humanistic care undoubtedly 
would benefit multiple stakeholders in the design.
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The user research has two parts, user interview, and co-cre-
ation workshop observations and homework tasks. 

The user interview is a basic understanding from general 
working people about music and sound, work, and relax-
ation. The purpose of the interview is for defining the emo-
tional status that people maintain for normal work and 
understanding how music affects people by passively inter-
acting with it daily.

The co-creation workshop is under the topic research from 
the project Mentor, Dr. Stefano Delle Monache about better 
sleep for patients in a ward environment with     Reinier de 
Graff Gasthuis in Delft, the Netherlands. The workshop is 
cooperating with physicians, nurses, and hospital supervi-
sors, from daily sonic awareness in the hospital to better 
sleep solutions for patients. 

As COVID-19 lockdown affects the whole design process. It 
was a fortune to have this opportunity to contact real users 
and discuss, research, and learn from them. The researcher 
hold small activities for them to research nursesʼ stressors, 
sonic environment, and the real context in the hospital.

2.2 User Research
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The user interview was conducted in 2 days with 5 people age 
21-27. As the purpose of the short interview is to discover the basics 
of sonic awareness in order to prepare the further workshop 
research, the participants are only peer students and normal office 
workers. The interviews were finished via the online platform, Zoom, 
and face-to-face interviews. The face-to-face research all followed 
the COVID-19 regulations.

4 people described that when they engage in the everyday 
tasks, they wonʼt notice the sounds around them. But from 
getting the task to engaging in, this status always got 
distracted by the sounds (or defining those are NOISES for 
them at that status), for example, other peopleʼs talking, 
moving chairs, the sound of the wind blowing on paper, the 
car went by, etc. By deeper asking and analysis, the 
unpleasant sounds are all sounds that are not controlled by 
themselves. (passively received)

People DO notice sounds around them daily, but try not to 
be distracted by them.

Do you notice sounds around you often? Like nature sounds, 
machine sounds, unintentional moving sounds, etc. How do you 
feel about those sounds?

Do you listen to music during the daytime? What do you do 
when you listen to music? Can you match your behaviors with 
the music? Match music genre with activities.

Do you feel stressed when doing your daily tasks? What is 
your personal way to reduce stress for a while and focus on 
work quickly?

Questions

Results

2.2.1 User Interview:

All the participants listen to music pretty regularly. For 
example, one described that he listens to soft-pop in the 
morning with coffee and breakfast. Jazz music to chill out in 
the afternoon. EDM for the party. Playlists are essential for 

Music is a common habit of people. Different activities 
affect choosing the music genre.
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People said that when facing stress during the day, they 
tend to find ways to calm down and try to keep a neutral 
mood to continue working. One uses the decompression toy 
- a finger spinner. He said, “Having a thing that you can 
control is nice, even just watching it spinning is a relaxing 
moment for me.” One fact is that the finger spinner creates 
a slight sound when it starts to spin. The sound is similar to 
machine operating noise, but the participant didnʼt feel 
bothered.

The emotional status of facing tasks is common: Clam and 
neutral mood are important.

them to use by genre and activities. But in general, when 
people trying to relax or focus on work, soft music is mostly 
chosen, which also matches the previous literature review 
results.

Figure 5. Participant with a finger spineer
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User Interview Conclusions:

Due to the context in the hospital, creating a calming 
experience for the senses is more valuable than changing 
the emotion, as nurses only have a limited period of time to 
have an interactive solution during working hours.

For working people, trying to keep a balance between a 
calming experience and a sleepy experience is extremely 
important. Too relaxing will bring a dull status to face at 
work. Maintaining a certain rate of engagement and joy is 
the potential to avoid boredom yet relaxing.

Passively received sounds/music may have negative effects 
on people. Active control and creation are potential. 
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The workshop Better Sleep with RdGG hospital in Delft, the Nether-
lands was held online and had 2 sections. The first section is helping 
hospital workers to become more aware of the soundscape around 
them, both in the working environment and in their personal lives, in 
order to gradually become sensitive about the sleeping environment 
for themselves, also for patients in the ward. Then the second 
section is thinking about solutions for the hospital to increase the 
sleeping experience in the ward. 

The researcherʼs role in the workshop was mainly for the first 
section, sonic awareness, by introducing tasks for participants to 
finish for the coming weeks after the workshop - Sound Hunter. The 
6-days activity focuses on stressful, relaxing, and playful sound 
awareness and hospital workerʼs individual behaviors. It is an online 
activity via the WhatsApp platform with support from the Critical 
Alarm Lab team.

2.2.2 Context Mapping from Co-creation Workshop:

Figure 6. Sound Hunter Whatsapp activity and phone contact with participants.
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The Sound Hunter aims to let the user find sounds around in the 
hospital and outside of the hospital. The main themes of “hunting” 
are stressful, relaxing, and playful/joyful. Each theme will last for 2 
days when the participants need to start from sound and describe it 
the first day and focus on behaviors on day 2.

The first 2 daysʼ topic is stressful. On the first day, the task asks the 
participant to find stressful sounds for them during the work, and 
then record it through audio or video on WhatsApp and send it with 
explanations to the official WhatsApp account from Critical Alarms 
Lab. The second day focused on the stressful moment during the 
day. Participants need to find what the stressful behavior he/she 
experienced and describe the situation, scenario, and sound they 
heard. Then, same as the mission on days 1&2, the topic of days 3 
and day 4 is relaxing, and the topic of days 5 and 6 is playful/joy-
ful. Again, hunt sounds first, then the other day is for behaviors. The 
difference is that the participant can hunt playful/joyful sounds and 
behaviors both during work and after work. 

Figure 7. Some instructions for participants, more can be seen in Appendix

The Content of Sound Hunter Activity

Stressful Relaxing
Playful/
Joyful
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Figure 8. Zoom workshop, CAL team and RdGG hopital workers.

In total, we had 11 participants. The research results were accept-
able yet not fully complete. Some people misunderstood the assign-
ment the first day, but after the explanations, they successfully 
finished the assignment. In the coming days after, sometimes they do 
the assignments, sometimes donʼt. This was mainly due to the Dutch 
public holidays experienced during the event, and the participants 
did not give details of the specific time when they could participate 
in the event. This cannot be perfectly controlled by the researcher, 
which leads to incomplete research data in the end. Above all, the 
data collection results can be found in the Appendix. Although the 
online data gathering process has a lot of limitations, it still shows a 
lot of interesting conclusions for the further design inspirations.

Main Results
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During the discussion and sharing section in the workshop, 
nurses introduced that the wards are always busy in the 
morning and cause a lot of noise. Meanwhile, they do 
experience stresses in the morning. But they believe that 
theyʼve already got used to the high-pressure environment 
and workload. Therefore, one possibility might be to raise 
awareness of personal mental well-being.

Nurses do feel stressed during work, but theyʼve already 
got used to it.

The hospital workers do have a lot of tasks to finish daily, 
especially nurses. They follow the schedule extremly strictly 
and easily get the overwhelming mood. This affects their 
mental, auditory, visual, etc.

Stressful feelings are always related to personal experienc-
es but have an overwhelming mood in common.

Although the aim of the whole project is to help nurses to 
reduce stress and regulate a positive working attitude, the 
effect on patients cannot be ignored. One person stated that 
alarms in the ward for patients are annoying, but sometimes 
listening to nurses talking is relaxing, even not paying 
attention to details. The emotions that are conveyed through 
the nurseʼs talking will affect the patientʼs mood too. So 
considering the relationship between nurses and other 
stakeholders, the context of using the final solution is crucial 
in the analysis. 

Sound is not always for one group of people, it will affect 
other people.

Due to the familiarity of the everyday working context, the 
nurses can easily recognize the ward sounds and nearby. 
Sounds evoke peopleʼs memories in the specific scenario. In 
their spare time, people are unquestionably unwilling to 
hear sounds similar to the sounds in their stressful working 
environment.

Nurses donʼt want to hear sounds similar to the working 
environment.

Context Mapping Conclusions:
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Random sounds made the soundscape of normal work lose 
order and structure. Disorder uncontrollable sounds affect 
regular work and make people feel restless.

Uncontrollable and unpredictable sounds increase the 
feeling of stress.

From the research results, relaxing moments or behaviors 
for them were basically things that they donʼt see, use or 
hear during work. But in a higher emotional state - joy - they 
can tell a whole scenario or story from it.

The difference between relaxation and joy is that joyful 
feeling often evokes related memories through behavior 
and interaction.

Due to the overload from hospital work, relaxing sounds for 
them are slight background white noise, for instance talking, 
wind, and bird sounds. But the overall feeling of the sound-
scape should be silent.

Relaxing sound means silence with a slight background 
white noise for them.

The job in the hospital has a certain degree of difficulty, and 
medical staff need to use their professional skills to chal-
lenge one task after another. Therefore, in leisure time, the 
method used for leisure needs to be simple enough to 
utilize.

People tend to do tasks that are simple/easy to handle for 
relaxation.

Figure 9. Flow state theory[16]. Balance difficulty and simplicity of the task.
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In this chapter, literature research and user research were 
conducted to understand the basic background knowledge 
about reducing pressure, music and sound for relaxation, 
and user perspective about sonic awareness, soundscape 
situation in the hospital, etc. To conclude all the research 
insights, here the researcher uses several charts and figures 
to recap.

The stressors that nurses need to balance daily in the hospital can 
be classified into 3 perspectives, Personal issue, Responsibility from 
Work, and Working Structure. The personal issue contains the 
nurseʼs personality and personal experiences. Sometimes personal 
health, preferences and inadequate preparation will also affect the 
attitude towards daily work. From the Responsibility from Work 
perspective, as nurses always need to follow the treatment instruc-
tion from the head nurse and physicians, sometimes they may feel 
uncertain about the order. Facing different types of patients and 
treatments, the workload will obviously increase the working stress 
of nurses. However, during the treatment or walkaround inspection 
in the ward, the patientʼs emotional and physical reaction will 
indirectly change the nurseʼs mood. Ethical consideration plays an 
important role in both the Personal Issue and Responsibility from 
Work perspectives. Working Structure is more external factors, such 
as unequal information sharing between other colleagues, lack of 
support, or other issues.

2.3 Conclusions of this Chapter
Stressors from Nurse
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PERSONAL ISSUE

personal health

workload

patientʼs emotional & physical reaction

inadequate preparation

conflict with physicians & other nurses

lack of support

uncertainty concernming treatment

ethics

experiences

personality

preference

WORKING STRUCTURE

RESPONSIBILITY FROM WORK

Figure 10. Research Analysis - Stressors from Nurse
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In the Stakeholders Map, nurses play a central role in dealing with 
everyday treatment work. They need to prepare treatment tasks and 
nursing management from the head nurses after getting the thera-
peutic schedule from physicians. Then, they need to share informa-
tion about the patient's physical changes to their colleagues, there-
fore, continuing the teamwork. Moreover, nurses need to keep in 
touch with nurses from other units and share essential data with

them and solve problems together quite often. As for patientsʼ 
perspectives, nurses provide physical treatment, caring, and emo-
tional support. At the same time, they need to give patientʼs family 
members appropriate information and therefore regulate their 
moods. 

Stakeholder Map

Figure 11. Research Analysis - Stakeholders Map

Nurse

Other Nurses (colleagues)

Patients

Nurses from other unit

Physicians

Hospital supervisors Head nurse

Patient’s Family members

information sharing and group work

Staff management and hospital system control
Prepare treatment tasks and nursing management

Decide treatments for patients Visit, mental support, caring

send therapeutic schedule
& discuss and share 

Physical treatment & caring, emotional support
Updating information, emotional support

patientʼs information sharing, 
knowledge sharing, group work
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Concentrate on the patient, treatment plan, data monitoring, 
teamwork, etc., feeling tired but unable to change.

Nurses have a tight schedule, only have limited time to take a 
break.

Too sensitive to the soundscape of the hospital environment.

Donʼt want to hear sounds similar to the working environment 
when having a rest.

The stressful reality for them is from personal issues, working 
structure, and the responsibility from work 3 perspectives.

Already receive too much information from the auditory sense 
in the ward.

A temporary opportunity to “escape” from reality.

Relaxation for both physically & mentally.

Experience something new, interesting rather than things similar 
to the environment in the hospital.

Emotional support during the work, rather than only following, 
obeying, executing.

Charteristics of Nurses in the design context
Nurseʼs problem definition - 

Main Pain-points: Main Needs:
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Figure 12. Research Analysis - Charteristics of Nurses in the design context
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3. Concept Development
In this chapter, a design vision and design goals are concluded through the research 
phase of the design process. Following with ideation, the researcher introduced 3 differ-
ent design solutions. Then with the considerations on previous design definitions, the 
researchr synthesized the concepts and introduced a final design direction.
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Introduce a joyful product experience in which nurses can actively 
interact/create sonic stories, in order to give them a short-term engag-
ing relaxation moment.

3.1 Design Vision & Goals

Design Vision:

The overall experience is full of fun and interesting 
elements.

Design Goals:

Fun Experience

Nurses can use the elements and mix in a settled system 
but can feel the freedom of control and interaction.

Actively interact/create:

Create sonic stories that show the bright side of the 
world in order to arouse curiosity, therefore mentally 
away from the stress.

Sonic Stories

Using the product-service solution can help them go 
inside of the world that relaxes both mentally and 
physically within a short period of time and wonʼt affect 
their normal work.

Short-term relaxation

Figure 13. Joyful relaxation experience. Credits: woman’s day WESTEND61
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At the beginning of this phase, the researcher introduced the design 
vision and goals in the design solution. The ideation process was 
starting from these goals and some important research insights. 
Here I used methods for brainstorming, visual mind-map, and 
How-tos (How Might We). Then clustered ideas and used WWWH 
to make them into preliminary design concepts.

3.2 Ideation
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Figure 14. Brainstorming - Visual Mind-Map
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The three main starting points of the brainstorming are interactions, 
short-term engaging technologies, joyful experience and sonic 
stories. By listing solutions layer by layer, and keep asking questions 
about:

By comparing and combining ideas, in this concept development 
section, the researcher introduced 3 different design concepts. Each 
concept is presented by visuals and detailed explanation by method 
WWWH (What, When, Where, How) with sound/music in the 
concept, concept benefits, and concept challenges.

Small sketches in the brainstorming visual mind-map are some 
preliminary ideas. Then with further thinking, ideas are presented 
with golden circles and text explanations.

3.1 Brainstorming 3.2 Concept Development

How to (might we) provide Unity & Order in the design?

How to (might we) provide short-term relaxation?

How to (might we) provide a joyful experience?

How to (might we) reduce complexity in the design solution?

How to (might we) make the design suit the needs of nurses?

How to (might we) blend music interaction in a design solution 

naturally?
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Figure 15. Preliminary design concept 1

Sound/Music in the concept:
Basic background music for each page. Other 
elements all offer unique sound effect that 
can be played in loop. With the rich interac-
tive elements, the user can create special 
sonic stories.
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3.2.1 Preliminary Design Concept 1

What?

When?

Where?

How?

Benefits?

A Pop-up book with interactive elements on each page. Cooper-
ate with a mobile software AR function to realize an increased 
experience of reality, and provide engaging sonic interaction.

Although nurses need group work at most of the working time, 
they are not available for a rest at the same time. So the 
concept introduces a method that they can both play with 
individually or multiple people.
Whenever they want to have a rest during the working hours or 
after the preparation of the work shift, they can use the product 
service to release the working pressure and regulate the stressful 
mood.

1. Feasible for hospitals and users to use. Donʼt need a big 
investment, but benefit for all hospital workers.
2. AR technology increases the experience of the short-term 
engagement with sound and music.
3. Sound and music play a role of clue in the product service, 
users can both enjoy creating sonic stories or solve other 
peopleʼs sonic puzzles.

The product service has two parts, a pop-up book, and a mobile application. For 
nurseʼs leisure time during the day, they can quickly leaf through the pop-up book 
pages in the common room, also can enjoy a more engaging sonic experience and 
social game through the APP.

Pop-up book:
Each page will offer a theme, for instance, flower hunting in spring, summer beach 
vacation, hiking in autumn, snowy winter town, etc. For the different scenes which 
provide a feeling of good memories in seasons, the nurse can leaf the page he/she 
like and interact with the pop-up elements, including the action of folding, pulling, 
rotating, moving, opening, etc.

Mobile AR APP:
AR-Play with the pop-up book: Open the APP and choose the same theme that 
provides in the pop-up book, then the user can hold the phone and watch the 
pop-up book in an AR environment. By interacting with different props, it will 
provide different curative and peaceful sounds to match. 

Music that I create: 
After around 3 minutes journey in the pop-up book page and the APP, they will 
create a sonic story and save it on the phone. The user can replay the music 
anytime as normal meditation music, as well as share it with colleagues.

AR-Seek the sound:
With the music that other colleagues shared, the user can use the music as a base 
to seek the pop-up elements in the book to solve this as a sonic puzzle. 

The pop-up book will be put in the common room for nurses to have rest. (Lounge 
room/office) The mobile APP will be installed individually on each nursesʼ smart-
phone.

Challenges

1. Theme decision, and pop-up elements design.
2. Music and sound selection.
3. AR technology implementation in the concept.
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Sound/Music in the concept:
Same instrument and beats to create different 
melodies. So that the sound pieces can create 
a continuous melody after the selection from 
the user.

Figure 16. Preliminary design concept 2
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3.2.2 Preliminary Design Concept 2

What?

When?

Where?

How?

Benefits?

A mobile phone application that help user to record the day 
with simple characters, and create a sonic diary as a way to 
save or share anonymously. Through the pour out with sounds 
and anonymous support to regulating nurseʼs mood and 
pressure.

Every after some unpleasant events, the mood will have some 
changes. Pouring out to someone will be a good way to release 
the pressure. But due to the specification character of nurseʼs 
work, pouring out to someone requests more factors. Then using 
this mobile application will help them to record and share in 
private. Itʼs also able to be used after work just as a normal 
documenting diary APP.

1. More suitable as a concept for real-life situations and poten-
tial in the market. 
2. Simple and easy to accept and use.
3. Meeting the needs of nurses to release pressure in a private 
zone, but can also get emotional support with anonymous sonic 
message.
4. Guarantee the privacy issue. Anonymous sharing only 
sounds, and get message back only sounds.
5. Can be implement globally with hospitals. Create a communi-
ty of hospital workers platform.

This digital product service has 3 major functions: Record my diary, Check the 
match, Review my sonic diaries.

Record my diary:
There are two ways to record the diary: following the instructions step by step, and 
free documenting. The step-by-step choice will be from the feeling of the day, my 
stressors to what I wish for now, etc. Each category will allow the user to choose 
several words, which link to some default melodies. Therefore, after around 2 
minutes of documenting, the user will get around 30 seconds of music as a sonic 
diary, with an image matched with some element user selected. Users can choose 
to share the diary anonymously or save it privately and add more text to explain 
the day/event.

Check the match:
The step-by-step documented process is like a questionnaire test. After the ʻtestʼ, the 
user can get matches that other users choose to publish anonymously. The user can 
listen to the sonic diary and send him/her support. The support will polish the music 
to a more joyful version. The other people can receive it again. This creates a 
feeling of companion and peace of mind.

Review my sonic diaries: 
Since every sonic diary is unique and introduces a different daily story and mood, 
the user can check the history diaries anytime and listen. Users can see anonymous 
peopleʼs support and compare what has changed before and after. The music itself 
is good for meditation with soft and enjoyable effects.

The APP will be installed individually on nursesʼ smartphones. 

Challenges

1. Music and sound in the concept
2. Some researches about the function of anonymous (privacy 
issue), random matching solution (AI) and implementing risks.
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Figure 17. Preliminary design concept 3
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3.2.3 Preliminary Design Concept 3

What?

When?

Where?

How?

Benefits?

Mobile phone application with physical NFC cards. The NFC 
cards present different detailed sounds from everyday life. The 
gamified experience allows nurses to mix sounds by selecting 
cards and send another nurse to guess during their personal 
work break. Leave a clue, and guess.

This product experience can be played during the nurseʼs 
working break in the office. The nurse can find other peopleʼs 
sound and guess the element by scanning NFC cards on the 
phone to make matches, but also can mix a sound with the NFC 
cards and leave it to let colleagues guess. 

1. Product cooperate with digital service. Rich interactive 
experi-ence.
2. Raise the awareness of soundscape.
3. Increase the communication between colleagues, but still have 
personal time to play.
4. NFC cards are easy to handle and accept, wonʼt add burden 
to a hospital lounge room scenario.

This NFC-smartphone application product has 2 major functions: Daily sonic 
puzzle, Puzzling with colleagues.

Daily sonic puzzle:
In the app, there will be a given library with a lot of completed soundscapes made 
by NFC card sound effects. During a work break, the nurse can open the APP and 
check the daily sonic puzzle, listen carefully, then guess the elements inside. The 
soundscapes will be calming, relaxing theme music mix. By listening to these types 
of sound mix carefully, or ever multiple times, the nurseʼs mood can be automatical-
ly affected. Then browsing NFC cards to make sound detail matches.

Puzzling with colleagues:
Since the NFC cards will be put in the common office room for all nurses, but the 
nurseʼs working break might differ due to different types of patients and tasks, it 
will still connect them via sound and cards. Nurse A can create a music mix by 
selecting cards and scan them on the phone during the break, then shuffle the 
cards, and send the mix to the colleagues. Nurse B gets the music mix from A, then 
opens it during his/her personal work break, and solves the puzzle as a leisure 
activity.

The APP will be installed individually on nursesʼ smartphones. The NFC cards can 
be put in the common office.

Challenges

1. Music and sound for each NFC cards
2. Coding for NFC cards and programming for the music mix, 
and NFC implementation.
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3.3 Synthesis of Ideation - Final Design Direction

The divergence and convergence of the above design ideation produced 
three distinct designs solutions, including physical products and digital 
mobile software. Before starting the concept selection process, the 
designer had a meeting with the project supervisory team to discuss the 
pros and cons of my solution proposal. Analyzed each concept from the 
perspective of the design interactive, music-driven experience, and 
estimated user usage scenario.

  In the first solution, the interaction of the pop-up book itself can bring an 
immersive story experience, and the audio interaction provided on the 
mobile phone has the opportunity to greatly enhance the user experi-
ence. The interactive elements in the pop-up book and audio on the 
phone can be used as a way to control the user's using time. However, 
the physical interactive product of the pop-up book lacks its own 
long-term usability, the limited pages and limited interaction, this type of 
design is not suitable for the introduction of office equipment in hospi-
tals.

In the second solution, a special musical instrument is introduced, using 
emotional keywords as rhythms. Users fill in their keywords by recalling 
their daily experiences, in other words, arrange rhythm to music and 
share with others anonymously to gain emotional support. This form can 
ensure the unity and order of the music itself, which also means that it 

As for the third concept, after the previous workshop's verification, users 
are interested in guessing the sound source or action. In the meeting, the 
team provide sounds that are common in daily life. Nurses and doctors 
are very curious and active to guess what scenes or objects are there. 
Even after a few rounds, they can begin to guess the material of the 
item. This similar search-verify audio interaction method makes it easier 
to interact with nurses. However, physical sound cards still pose chal-
lenges for long-term use.

can be comfortable and relaxing when the melody is first written, and 
avoid the chaotic of different melodies. The interactive form is also 
worthy of reference, tapping and dragging elements on the mobile 
phone. This also satisfies the nurse's short break without the need to 
introduce other equipment to assist in the office room, and it can be 
done simply with a personal smartphone. The biggest problem with this 
concept is it requires  nurses to recall their day, which may evoke 
unpleasant experiences again. Especially if they went through a painful 
and exhausting day, recalling the stressors again is an inappropriate 
form of interaction. 

Combining the advantages and disadvantages of the above analysis, 
also the design vision and goals, the project team finally determined a 
comprehensive design plan.
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Figure 18. Final design direction
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The final concept can be seen in the figure 18. This is a mobile applica-
tion that uses the camera to recognize the objects around the user, so 
that it can bring them into a new environment by using specific scenario 
sounds and visuals. Nurses can experience it during the working break 
in the office.

The main feature of this digital product is scanning objects in the 
surroundings, the machine learning system will recognize it, then 
provide scenario sound and visuals, therefore creating a utopia-like 
feeling and away from the stressful reality for users. With the immersive 
various effects, the user can go inside of the new reality created by 
themselves and have a short-term mental recovery. After the scanning, 
the user can enjoy being in the new environment with the visuals and 
music. The visual will offer a 360-degree view, so that users can hold the 
phone and look around, really commit themselves to this fun sonic-visual 
experience.

After the user scans objects around, they will collect the ʻplaces where 
theyʼve been to in the My footprint section in the application. Users can 
review the sound of the specific places anytime here as relaxation 
background music, and share the place collection with colleagues. The 
experience of unlocking new places and exploring will create a feeling 
of control and novelty.This digital product service has 2 major functions: “Take me there” and 

“My footprint”.

Final Design Direction:

“Take me there” - scan object in the surroundings:

“My footprint” - review the scenarios:
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Reflecting on the design vision, the function of scanning then occurs 
visuals and sounds that actively interact and create sonic stories. The 
“footprint” function helps users to review the utopia-like place anytime 
for relaxation. For the fun experience, the user can enjoy the process of 
exploring stories behind objects and unlocking places in the imaginary 
world. The overall experience is quick and easy, which suits the needs of 
nurseʼs short-term relaxation. The engaging goal can be achieved 
through immersive sound with visuals and 360-degree interaction. The 
detailed elements will be designed further.

Reflect the concept on the design vision
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4. Technology Analysis
In this chapter, key technologies in the final concept are presented by introducing an 
information architecture. Followed with technical theory and requirements, small experi-
ments are shown in the chapter.
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Figure 19. Information Architecture part 1 - Daily sonic trip

4.1 Product System Logic

From the final concept, going deeper on the whole interactive experi-
ence, I illustrated the product system logic behind it and made it a 
software information architecture.

The Daily Sonic Trip will be the homepage for the whole APP. A big 
library will support the function here. Daily Sonic Trip will call data 
randomly in the library to show the user a detailed sound effect from an 
office object. The nurse will listen to it and match objects around in the 
office. With the camera on, the AI algorithm will recognize it and distin-
guish whether this is the right object to be scanned in the back-end. If 
the system can highly confirm what the object is, it will pop a scenario 
confirmation and directly show a 360-degree panorama view in a few 
seconds. The user can enjoy the immersive view and sound for short 
relaxation. However, sometimes due to a messy camera background or 
multiple objects situation, etc., there must be some unsuccessful recogni-
tion issues. Rather than showing “error” or “cannot recognize” or “scan 
again” information, the system will match a similar object in the 
back-end and show confirmation with a guessing tone in the front-end. 
This error state also gives the user some fun and surprising experience of 
using the APP.

Daily Sonic Trip

Iconic sound of a random object in the library

Replay

(phone speaker on)

(homescreen)

Find the object and scan

scenario 360 panorama view

Object confirmation Scan Again

scenario short description (story)

scenario sound

Object detection
(Camera on)
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Figure 20. Information Architecture part 2 - Take Me There

On the Take Me There page, users can directly have access to the object 
detection part. Different from a daily mission controlled by the system in 
the Daily Sonic Trip section, the Take Me There section provides an 
experience of a user looking for a random object in the hospital office 
room and scanning it. They can have the freedom to ʻgoʼ places they 
want. It also requires object detection and shows panorama visuals with 
scenario background music to create relaxation.

Take me there

Object detection

Successfully recognition Unsuccessfully recognition

(Camera on)

scenario 360 panorama view

scenario confirmation scenario confirmation 
with a guessing tone

scenario short description (story)

scenario sound
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Figure 21. Information Architecture part 3 - My footprint

On the My Footprint page, the user will see a map that shows places 
unlocked and hidden places. Places unlocked stand for objects that the 
user has already scanned. Users can see the 2D overview of the scenar-
io, and the back-end shows again the visual and audio files to the user. 
The user can enjoy the panorama scene again with sounds. Hidden 
places are scenarios that the user didnʼt find yet, which means the user 
didnʼt scan the specific object in the office. Users can get some puzzling 
tips from it.

My footprint

Review places unlocked

2D flat image overview

360 panorama view

Scenario sound

Scenario details
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4.2 Key Technologies in the Design

Based on the final concept and key features, the main technologies are 
all computer and software engineering technologies, including Machine 
Learning - Object Detection, and Panorama View on mobile devices.

Machine learning (ML) is the study of computer algorithms that improve 
automatically through experience and by the use of data. It is seen as a 
part of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build a model 
based on sample data, known as "training data", in order to make 
predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so. 
Machine learning algorithms are used in a wide variety of applications, 
such as in medicine, email filtering, speech recognition, and computer 
vision, etc. [17]

Object recognition and detection are two applications of it. It is related 
to computer vision and image processing that deals with detecting 
instances of semantic objects of a certain class, such as cars, humans, 
animals, buildings, etc. This technology is widely used in a lot of daily 
scenarios, for example on traffic monitoring systems, football matches, 
and mobile internet business domains, like face, unlock, etc.

Machine Learning - Object recognition and detection

Technology Definition:

Every object has its own uniqueness of appearance, including size, 
length, shape, color. So there are different methods to achieve recogniz-
ing one object. Usually, achieving object detection mainly contains three 
steps: image classification, object localization, and object detection. 

The software engineer will make the difference between objects in order 
to build a library of object classification, then by uploading images to 
“train” the model. This step is to predict the type or class of an object in 
an image and often use the image with a single object to train. Then 
locate the presence of objects in an image and indicate their location 
with a bounding box. Finally, locate the presence of objects with a 
bounding box and types or classes of the located objects in an image. 
The Mask Region-based Convolutional Neural Network, or Mask 
R-CNN, model is one of the state-of-the-art approaches for object recog-
nition tasks. Other popular models are YOLO, MobileNet, SquezzeDet, 
SSD, etc. [18]

Object recognizing theory:
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360° panorama picture is one of the applications of virtual reality. 
Normally, people believe VR is only available in specific high-tech 
devices, VR glasses. But a 360° panorama offers an opportunity to let 
users enjoy a virtual environment on any device, for example, smart-
phones, laptops, tablets. With the development of technology, there are 
360° panorama videos to provide an immersive experience. Users can 
open the specific software and move the mobile device to explore the 
360° details of the video and really engage in the virtual environment. 
Moreover, panorama pictures are in a similar way but providing static 
images. I assume that this helps in the final concept of short time commit-
ment and play and exit stories at any time. Although this requires further 
user testing in the next phase.

Research (Anderson et al. 2013) [19] which used VR devices tested with 
participants proved that exposure to 360° natural environments can 
lower anxiety levels and thus induce relaxation in the participants. Other 
research also (Eleonora et al. 2020) [20] hints that the experimental 
evidence that a 360° real panorama VE(virtual environment) may be 
equally efficient to a computer-simulated environment in generating a 
sense of presence, anxiety reduction, and improving emotional states.

360° Panorama View

Technology Definition:
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4.3 Technology Experiments

In order to better understand the 2 main technologies and structure the 
design requirements with them, the researcher conducted 2 small experi-
ments. The testings are only for experience and design purposes from 
the function perspective. The overall experience testing will be conduct-
ed after the combination of visuals, sounds, and user interfaces.

As in the final concept, the experience is scanning objects and get 
results, real-time continuous detection is not necessary. So 2 sets of 
codes were prepared in the experiments, to simulate the camera on 
detection and static picture detection.

1. Find 5-10 office objects and run the programme on P5js.

2. Place the object in front of the camera (or upload an image with a 
single object) and check whether the results are right. 

3. Place multiple objects in front of the camera (or upload images with 
multiple objects overlapping) and check the recognition results.

The final concept requires one-object detection, which means no matter 
how many objects in the picture(in front of the camera), the system will 
only recognize one major object. The experiement also simulate this 
experience using laptop webcam.

The coding requires a pre-trained model which has a big database of 
different objects as the starting point. Here I chose ml5js model [18] to 
continue.

Laptop front camera, P5 web editor with object recognition training 
model. 

p5-webcam object recognition: 
https://editor.p5js.org/TianrenZhang/sketches/WUlkp-ioT

p5-image recognition: 
https://editor.p5js.org/TianrenZhang/sketches/ckYJs5Q-p

Materials:

Testing code & programming setting:

Testing code & programming setting:

Test the basic feasibility of the function, and find out what detailed 
elements should be applied in the final concept as technical require-
ments.

Purpose:
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In the testing, the researcher selected 6 normal daily objects as the 
recognition target objects, small plants, bottled water, cup, cash, phone, 
glasses. The main thing that the researcher needs to verify is whether the 
ml5js, as the most popular object detection database, is suitable for this 
design context by checking the testing results.

After placing a different object in front of the camera, also with multiple 
objects situation, itʼs certainly conspicuous that the recognition is 
extremely accurate, and presents the detection results by framing the 
object and name it on the top-left corner. When placing plant in front of 
the camera, it shows the name as 'potted plant' rather than just plant or 
small plant. When placing glasses in front of the camera, it shows the 
name ʻsun glassesʼ. The name results are coherent in the context of only 
recognize it in the system. As in the final design, recognition is only the 
first process, one factor that cannot be ignored is that a different name 
may link to a diverse type of music and scenario visual. 

Put a single object wherever the location in front of the camera can be 
easily detected properly. But with multiple objects with angle differenc-
es, the accuracy is not greatly acceptable. The static image situation is 
the same.

Results:

Figure 22. Object detection experiements
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4.4 Conclusion - Technology Requirements

In order to avoid the misdetection of the main object, for 
example, multiple objects, messy background situations, the 
system should judge the main object or allow the user to select 
the main object that the user wants to scan.

Object Detection: 360° Panorama View:

Figure 23. Spherical perspective for panorama sketching

Due to the differences in the detection model, the accuracy of 
the recognition may defer. A library of office objects and 
hospital objects is required to build the APP in a further devel-
opment phase.

The basic ratio of making a panorama illustration requires a 
2:1 view.

With panorama perspective as a base, the user can enjoy the 
360 views well. A normal 2-point perspective cannot provide 
an appropriate viewing experience in panorama spherical 
view. The spherical perspective technique should be applied in 
sketching.
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5. Audiovisual Design
In this chapter, research on potential objects in the hospital office context will be intro-
duced. 4 objects are selected to make final panorama visuals and matched background 
music. 

takeUthere



5.1 Objects in a hospital office environment

COVID-19 makes the whole design process a bit more 
challenging. Research in hospitals is dangerous and may 
affect hospital workersʼ normal work. Due to the concept of 
scanning objects in the hospital office environment, basic 
research about what kind of objects are there in the office is 
crucial. Here I referred to 3 Instagram accounts from Eras-
mus MC, Rotterdam, and found pictures and introductions 
about updating the nurse's normal work and the office 
setting.

Here in figure 24, a brief impression of the objects in Eras-
mus MC nurseʼs office can be learned. The iconic objects in 
the context are office chair, coffee cup, clock, plants, coach, 
door, window, paper documents(portfolio), computer 
screen, table, sky, etc. As the time limitation of the whole 
research and design process, here the researcher selected 4 
objects for further audiovisual design and prototyping of the 
concept. 

sky

Office chair

coffee cup

power socket

plants

couch

door

window

paper documents(portfolio)

computer/TV screen

table

Figure 24. Objects in hospital office - from @we.care.for.you.on.the.icu @intensivecare_erasmusmc @erasmusmc
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5.2 Audiovisual Design

In order to show users a novelty yet realistic experience 
through the panorama visual and background music, the 
researcher brainstormed about how to use selected objects 
to build matched imaginary scenarios. Inspired by music 
videos, sci-fi movies, and documentaries, the researcher 
decided to add fantastic elements to build an imaginary 
world, which relates to the specific object and also gives the 
user a sense of familiarity, in order to be engaged in and 
escape reality a bit.

Michel Chion described his understanding of audio editing, 
matching audio with elements on visual in films, music 
videos, etc. in his book Audio-vision. Together, considering 
the design goals and the object-related scenarios, 4 import-
ant audio design requirements are listed:

Starting from the beginning but occasionally occurs in 
the middle to build up the connection with the scenar-
io.

The scenario composition will start from the object's iconic sound effects, 
then gradually with scenario background relaxing music on, then comes 
the environmental iconic sound and details. The object's iconic sound 
effects will still occur in between to strengthen the connection in the 
userʼs mind. With a composition like this, to achieve a feeling that starts 
from an object, then feel that the user is interacting with it, then it brings 
the user to a special scenario and delivers interesting thoughts to 
him/her. The sound will last 60-90 seconds, matching with the behavior 
of looking around at the panorama visual.

The iconic sound effect stands for the major object.

Not loud background music, but should temporalize the overall 
sound and use it as the main theme.

Scenario background relaxing music.

Recognizable volume matches with the theme.

Scenario environmental iconic sound.

Occasionally occurs to have some interesting associations with 
recognizable volume.

Scenario environmental sound details.

Key Requirements in Audio Design
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(Successfully Scanned Confirmation)

(UI shows only a dark background with a tag card on the front. 

With the iconic object sound occurring, it shows a short story in 

text……)

(Object Confirmation Short Story: )

Space Odyssey on Office Chair
Phew…… You found an office chair and are sitting on it 
right now. You spin around, and then it takes you to a 
mysterious spaceship. Outer space has so many things to be 
explored. Look around and enjoy your journey.
(Chair sound)

(User press the confirmation button and it shows a space panora-

ma view)

(satellite and planets in the first sight, look at the back, the user 

will see some unexpected creatures. See below for the final 

panorama visual.)

Mysterious space theme music in the background, the user will listen to the telecommuni-

cations sound effect. Occasionally chairs sound.

Object: Office chair
Scenario:

Audiovisual experience:

Space Odyssey on office chair

Selected Scenario 1:

Figure 25. From chair to space ship-panorama visual sketch and music structure

Audiovisual Design

Galaxy theme mysterious music

Chair sound Chair sound

Intercom conversation

No scenario environmental sound details in this audio to avoid alarm sounds 

Intercom conversation

Chair sound
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Figure 26. From cup to beach-panorama visual sketch and music structure

(Successfully Scanned Confirmation)

(UI shows only a dark background with a tag card on the front. 

With the iconic object sound occurring, it shows a short story in 

text……)

(Object Confirmation Short Story: )

Vacation on the Coffee Beach
Relax…… You had a taste of your coffee and closed your 
eyes. Your coffee cup is bringing you to a beach, where the 
ocean is made by Cappuccino. Youʼre relaxing on the towel 
with the beach vibe, enjoy the coffee smell with a deep 
breath at the same time.

(User press the confirmation button and it shows a beach panora-

ma view)

(Boat and coffee sea at first sight. Look at the back, there are 

coconut trees. The user will see a towel and slippers, and a cup of 

coffee. See below for the final panorama visual.)

(Stirring coffee sound)

Jazz theme music in the background, the user will listen to the sea wave and children 

playing by the sea. Occasionally stirring coffee sound.

Object: Coffee Cup
Scenario:

Audiovisual experience:

Vacation on the Coffee Beach

Selected Scenario 2:

Vacation theme jazz music

Stirring coffee Stirring coffee

Sea wave sounds

Children playing by the sea.

Sea wave sounds

Stirring coffee
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Figure 27. From plant to camping-panorama visual sketch and music structure

(Successfully Scanned Confirmation)

(UI shows only a dark background with a tag card on the front. 

With the iconic object sound occurring, it shows a short story in 

text……)

(Object Confirmation Short Story: )

Camping inside of the Plant
Wow…… You were just looking at the plant in your room 
and suddenly shrink and hid inside of it. You decide to go 
camping there with your RV. You are enjoying the mild wind, 
campfire and gradually feel relaxed.
(Walking through grasses sound)

(User press the confirmation button and it shows a space panora-

ma view)

(satellite and planets in the first sight, look at the back, the user 

will see some unexpected creatures. See below for the final 

panorama visual.)

Calming forest-feeling music in the background, the user will hear the campfire sound 

effect and slight bugs sounds. Occasionally grass sounds.

Object: Plant
Scenario:

Audiovisual experience:

Camping inside of the Plant

Selected Scenario 3:

Relaxing camping theme music

Grass sound Grass sound

Campfire sound

Bug sound

Grass sound
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Figure 28. From window to sky-panorama visual sketch and music structure

(Successfully Scanned Confirmation)

(UI shows only a dark background with a tag card on the front. 

With the iconic object sound occurring, it shows a short story in 

text……)

(Object Confirmation Short Story: )

Flying with fishes in the sky
Creak…… You opened the window and your mind was 
flying above the sky. Fly to the top of the buildings and 
breathe the air above. You see fishes are flying around you. 
Relax and enjoy your moment.
(Window opening sound )

(User press the confirmation button and it shows a beach panora-

ma view)

(Boat and coffee sea at first sight. Look at the back, there are 

coconut trees. The user will see a towel and slippers, and a cup of 

coffee. See below for the final panorama visual.)
Calming fantasy music in the background, the user will hear the wind sound effect and 

occasionally dolphin sounds. The window opens and closes at the beginning of the 

music and at the end of it.

Object: Window
Scenario:

Audiovisual experience:

Flying with fishes in the sky

Selected Scenario 4:

Fantasy theme music

Window opening sound Window closing sound

Wind blowing sound

Dolphin sound Dolphin sound Dolphin sound

Wind blowing sound
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6. Final Design

takeUthere



6.1 Key Features

Nurses can open the takeUthere APP 
whenever they feel stressed or need to 
refresh their mind, take a deep breath, 
and start a short daily trip from the 
sound of daily objects around.

The product will avoid the sound from 
hospital working environment, medical 
devices sound, noisy unpleasant sound, 
alarms, etc., but will provide more 
interesting detailed sounds of everyday 
objects that people hardly ever noticed, 
such as window opening, spinning chair, 
stirring coffee, etc. takeUthere product 
provides these detailed sounds that let 
the user focus and find the object. The 
process keeps a good balance between 
easy and challenging.

After the user focuses on a random 
office object sound, he/she needs to 
guess the object, and find it in the room. 
takeUthere product uses the object 
scanning method to ask the user to put 
the object in the center of the APP frame. 
Machine learning will compare the 
object with the images in the database 
and give results to the user. Therefore, 
the experience for users is smooth and in 
a comfortable flow.

Sound-driven relaxation experience. Use the sound of daily objects. Listen, guess, find and scan.
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By scanning an object and confirming it, 
an imaginary world will be present 
through panorama view and scenario 
music. The user can explore the new 
reality by simply moving the smartphone 
and listening to the sonic story. With this 
audiovisual experience, the user will 
immerse himself/herself inside of it and 
have a short-term mind recovery.

Users will have a feeling of control and 
achievement when seeing all the 
unlocked scenarios and objects. They 
can find their favorite scenario music and 
panorama view again and enjoy a few 
minutes. At the same time, they can 
share all the unlocked scenarios with 
their friends or colleagues. This creates a 
way to open a relaxing conversation in 
the office during spare time.

Review favorite scenarios and share.Imaginary world in a panorama view 
with scenario music on.
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6.2 User Flow

Figure 29. User flow

Nurses workshift/break
Stressed feeling

Open the mobile phone APP

Take me thereDaily challenge
Free interactive relaxationSound-driven hunting challenge

Camera on
Seek objects in the contextListen to the sound effect 

Check the scenario Map

Review unlocked scenario

Panorama visual & sound

Sonic elements customization

“Scan” the object

Successfully recognition

Breath in & out notification

Daily challenge done/new location unlocked

Scenario short desciption

Short desciption

360 panorama visual & sound

360 panorama visual & sound

Ask whether user want to scan again?

Y

N

Indistinct recognition

My footprint
Scenario collection review

Seek related object and “scan”

Object iconic sound

Gradually start the scenario music Gradually start the scenario music

Continue the scenario music

Continue the scenario music

scenario music
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takeUthere experience starting from nurses' work shift or 
break during the day. Away from the stressful working 
schedule and tense atmosphere in the ward, nurses can 
finally have a short relief by entering the office room and 
have a short rest. Then he/she can open the takeUthere APP 
on the smartphone. The APP will introduce 3 different 
sections and show them on the bottom navigation bar, Daily, 
Scan, and Footprint, which stands for the daily sonic chal-
lenge, take me there scanning, and my footprint review. The 
nurse can choose which section to continue the APP journey.

with music in around 90 seconds. Therefore, if the user 
supposes that the recognition is not right, he/she can go 
back and find objects to scan again to finish this daily 
challenge.

If the nurse is exhausted and does not even want to think or 
guide by somebody/something anymore during the break, 
he/she can just go to the section Scan, to scan some random 
objects around, and enjoy the short-term freedom. Also, 
when the nurse doesnʼt want to scan any things or look 
around in the room, he/she can just sit there and review 
some favorite scenarios via the panorama visual and music.In the section Daily, the nurse will have a short daily sonic 

challenge, starting from listening to a random object sound. 
The APP will guide the user to focus on the sound, allowing 
the user to reply and think. Then, after the user has a clear 
clue, he/she will find the object in the office room, can scan 
the object on the phone. The system will recognize it and at 
the same time to repeat this sound with a short explanation. 
The user will know whether the recognition is right through 
the repeating sound and textual explanation. Continuing 
with the scenario sound, the user can click the Go bottom 
for confirmation, and enjoy the panorama visual together 
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6.3 User Experience Design

Basic functions from the APP will be introduced to 
the user for the first time he/she downloads the 
APP. It describes 4 main features all from the user 
perspective with short texts and illustrations. The 
user can interact with the pages by swipe on the 
left, or click the bottom “next” to continue the 
viewing experience. The simple and straightfor-
ward introduction is the starting point of the whole 
innovative sound-driven relaxation experience.

APP Introduction

Figure 30. First-time use, introduce pages

First-time use.
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Daily sonic trip experience

Figure 31. Daily sonic trip

Daily sonic trip cards will be presented on the 
home page. The color clue also attracts users to 
finish it. Following with Your recent trips to give 
the user notification about the experience, from 
an object to relaxation. By clicking “GO”, the 
user will see a short guide, and start to play the 
sound of an object. The user can replay it to think 
more, and then press “scan the object” to the 
object scanning page.

Home page-Daily
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Figure 32. Story confirmation and panorama visual

After the scanning, the user will see a confirma-
tion tag on the screen with the name of the object, 
the name of the object-related scenario, short 
story, and bottoms for the next steps. The user will 
hear the sound from the object again, with text 
reading to confirm the results, then “Go inside of 
this world” to enjoy the panorama visual. The user 
can hear scenario music through it, and take an 
immersive experience by moving around the 
smartphone.

Short story for confirmation, then with music on, enjoy 
the panorama visual.
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Figure 33. Random objects scanning page

Scan random objects

To give more freedom to people who have busy 
and mind-blowing days, especially nurses, scan-
ning random objects function simplified the 
sound-driven experience to directly “scan and 
go”. 

Directly scan and go.
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Figure 34. Footprint - scenario visual & music review

After finishing daily challenges and random 
scanning, the user will collect a lot of different 
object-related scenarios. The Footprint section 
gives the user an opportunity to review and enjoy 
the scene again. Also, they can share the scenario 
collections with their colleagues, discuss, com-
pare, and start a new conversation that is relaxing 
and joyful during the break.

Footprint review
Where have you been?
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In this chapter, a final evaluation is shown with goals, set-up, process, and results. The 
evaluation results are presented by charts and concluded product insights.

7. Design Evaluation
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Wizard of Oz method: All the software switching and music play-
ing will be on the back-end controlled by the researcher. But the 
user will have an overall APP using experience without seeing the 
control and switching.

Role-play test: For the participants, the experiment will use a 
role-play method. Let the participant empathize with the situation 
after a tiring day in the hospital office as a nurse. 

Evaluation Goal

Method

7.1 Evaluation Goal & Set-up

To verify the system logic and improve the whole user flow.

Collect feedback from personal perspectives to refer to and 

improve the final design in future recommendations.

Check the complexity of the sound-driven challenge.

Check the userʼs preferred time for quick relaxation.

The feeling and emotion during and after using the APP.

Feeling about the sound-driven experience.

Figure 35. APP testing - interfaces with hotspot connection

Materials: UI interface design on Sketch (Mac) and connect to 
iPhone Mirror APP to create a real experience. Mi Sphere Camera 
APP for the 360-degree panorama visual. And iPad on the table to 
simulate the sound playing quality while watching the panorama 
visuals.

Set-up
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Pre-experiment: Empathize as a nurse.

Figure 36. APP testing on the phone

Introduce the busy work of nurses in the hospital context to the 
participant, play hospital scenario sounds at the same time, and let 
the participant empathize with the situation of a nurse. Then start 
the main experiment. 

Experiment Process

APP overall product experience test.

The participant starts to experience the APP product acting as a 
nurse during the work break. The requirement is that the partici-
pant needs to speaks aloud about what he/she sees and interac-
tions. Interact with the product with hands, but also by verbal 
descriptions.

Panorama visual and scenario music test.

By seamlessly switching programs controlled by the researcher, the 
participant will start to view the panorama visual and move the 
phone around. At the same time, the tablet in front of the user will 
start to play the matched music.

Post-experiment: Questionnaire and interview

After the whole experiment, the participant will fill in a rating 
questionnaire (see details in Appendix). The questionnaire is 
designed with questions and a scale rating of 1-10. The 
feeling/emotion scale of the answers varies from different 
questions. Then following with an interview to understand their 
considerations and deeper insights.
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Participants
The testing is a role-play test, which means no target group user 
participants in the testing. The user testing involves 8 people age 
21-29, including 3 males and 5 females. Their occupations are 
students and office workers.

The participants are informed of the data collection and usage in 
this project-based research and design thesis. The whole experi-
ment is face-to-face testing, COVID-19 regulations are strictly 
followed to ensure the participants' and the researcherʼs safety.
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Results on Audiovisual Design

7.2 Evaluation Results

Interesting to guess office objects through sound. Not hard to 
find, yet challenging.

People praise the idea of playing a detailed sound from an 
everyday object first for a small challenge. They act really 
focused on the sound and feel ambitious to find the object in the 
room. Due to the selected objects being normal in the office 
room, the difficulty of guessing and finding maintains an accept-
able level.

“After listening to the object sound, I can immediately relate to 
action with the object. Yet the sound is a bit confusing for me. 
But still easy to find and I enjoy the process.”

Rich-detailed visual and music to be explored more than once.

Every scenario experiencing time was limited by the length of 
music, around 90 seconds. Participants reflect that both the 
visual and music have so many detailed elements to be 
reviewed again. Some of them even let the researcher show 
them specific scenarios again after the test. They can explain 
well on the sonic stories and can discover more details every 
time after listening.

“It feels like you are drinking coffee by the sea and enjoy the 
sea sound on the beach. But the second time I realize that some 
children are playing far away and I really saw some children in 
the back direction of the panorama visual. Amazing!”

Feel magical when seeing the object scanning results.

Although participants all read the initial product introductions 
first in the test and understand well that object will bring them to 
a scenario, they still feel magical when hearing the music first 
with textual explanations, and then the music continues to check 
the panorama visual.

“It feels like checking the scanning results using both texts and 
sounds first, but when I kept reading the stories, music comes 
and really matches the scenario. It just likes enjoying an innova-
tive graphical-sonic novel!”

The Experience of sound-driven challenge

Panorama visual with music
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panorama visual presents, people will focus more on this physi-
cal interaction. However, when they review the scenario again, 
they started describing the sounds.

Panorama visual brings an immersive experience that lets users 
actively explore the scanning results.

People tend to focus more on the panorama visuals and stories 
the first time, but focus on music more in the review section.

Panorama visual on the mobile device allows the user to move 
around the phone to have different viewing perspectives, in 
order to have a detailed exploration of it. The participants all 
totally engaged themselves in the visuals and moved the phone 
with a rotated body in every direction that they can go. 

When thereʼs a new object and matched scenario occurs, 
people tend to confirm the results first by listening, but as the 

“I didnʼt notice it. I was just too curious to see the whole scenar-
io. Maybe this is also a good way to move my body subcon-
sciously to regulate the body.”

During the interview, I asked one participant,”Did you notice 
that you rotate your body to a extraordinary position when you 
were trying to explore the scenario in the back direction?” Strong storytelling and object-related music in the background. 

Calming and comfortable.

Most of the participants can describe the story well after the 
audiovisual experience. From the story confirmation to detailed 
object sound, then music occurs with the panorama view, the 
participants believe this is not only a simple picture with sounds 
but also a hidden story for them to stay calm and dig into the 
world.

“For me, I definitely want to focus on the moving things, espe-
cially it moves with the phone direction. Music makes the 
scenario more realistic, but I can only have an overview for the 
first time. I can get more details when reviewing them again.”
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Figure 37. Evaluation results (see full results in the Appendix)

The audiovisual evokes the positive side of personal memories 
well and successfully distracts peopleʼs minds in a short time.

All the demo scenarios shown in the testing (also can be seen in 
the chapter Audiovisual Design) are related to real-life situations 
but adding some fantastic elements. Participants said that the 
scenes can evoke personal memories about traveling, and 
dreaming, etc. These good memories distract peopleʼs minds 
away from the stress.

The time of experiencing scenarios varies from person to person. 

Some people think this around 90-second-journey is a bit short, 
however, some people think it's a bit long. But the overall time 
of experiencing the audiovisual is acceptable for the partici-
pants.

“I think it is too short for me. When you start the exploration of 
the panorama visual, the music has already started. So itʼs like 
only one minute for me to look around. I can finish it directly 
when the music stops. I wish it can be a bit longer, but not too 
much.”

Daily sonic trip

Fun
10 9 68 1

Boring

Music match with the scenario

Matched well

10 9 8 7 1
Not really

Scenario exploration time

Too long

10 7 6 5 4 1
Too short

Engaging panorama visual

Fun
10 9 68 1

Boring

Emotion and Feeling
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Results on overall user experience

A stressless gamified experience like treasure hunting, but not 
complex.

Most people assume this sound-driven hunting experience is 
fascinating. In general, it is clear and effortless to guess. Partici-
pants seldom have sound guessing experiences in their lives, so 
they all think it is fun and innovative.

“By the time I saw the introduction page ʻsound-driven experi-
ence', I started to curious. Then I tried the daily sonic game, itʼs 
not a difficult stressful game, but can arouse my interest of 
noticing more to my life away from work.”

More objects and scenarios in the database, the better feeling 
the user will get.

4 scenarios and music are presented in this prototype. Partici-
pants all explored completely and asked the researcher wheth-
er they can have more in the around 30 minutes experiment. 
More object and scenario in the system database, the better 
experience the user can have.

Common feeling stages from the overall experience: Curious, 
Joyful, Calm. 

The researcher keeps on observing the emotional change on the 
participantsʼ faces during the tests. On the phase introduction 
and daily sonic trip, their faces and verbal description all shows 
curiosity. They start to enjoy the scene when seeing the visual 
and listening to the music, and gradually relaxed after the 
experience. This is consistent with the overall user experience 
expected by the researcher.

Enjoy the process of imaging with the music and visuals, even 
closing eyes.

Music increases the panorama viewing experience. Participants 
said that even without the panorama visual, they can still start to 
think about the scenario by themselves and create a unique 
story following the music.
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Figure 38. Evaluation results (see full results in the Appendix)

Enjoy guessing object sounds

Indeed

10 9 8 1
Not really

9 8

Feel relaxed after using the APP.

Relaxed

10 7 1
Not at all

The experience not only offers short-term relaxation but also 
increases the expectation of life after hours.

Participants rate high scores for the degree of relaxation ques-
tion in the questionnaire. One person said that it is not only a 
short-term effect for him, but also let him start to imagine and 
plan the vacation during the weekend on the beach. So this 
experience can increase the proportion of focusing on lives: life 
is not just about the stressed work, especially for nurses. 
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8. Conclusions and Future Recommendations
In this final chapter, conclusions about the overall project and design are presented . 
Following project & research limitations, more future recommendations are described to 
inspire future design researchers.
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8.1 Conclusions

Away from stress - design for nurses to use during work break.
The short work break requires nurses to regulate personal mood 
in time. The sound-driven experience introduced in the design is 
to help out. From listening to object seeking, then immersing 
minds inside a world by panorama visual and music, one com-
plete experience can be finished within 5 minutes, but can 
successfully evoke a positive mood afterward. The user can be 
distracted from the stress by the multimedia interaction, there-
fore successfully ʻescaping from realityʼ.

Suitable for different types of user habits.

A positive working attitude is also a key requirement of a nurse's 
work. The design provides a way of relaxation in the context of 
the office room. Nurses with different personalities or habits can 
all get benefit from it. Those who want to have a personal 
moment during the break can wear the earpods, and can enjoy 
the interactive experience alone. Those who want to share 
stories with others can find some interesting objects together 
and start a relaxing conversation from the audiovisual results. 
Multiple product usage scenarios can be found by using 
takeUthere to broaden the implementation.

Simplified interaction yet targeting the problem.
Starting from opening the APP to get a calming mood, the 
interaction process should be simplified. The influence should 
focus more on the cognitive and mental perspectives by using 
limited interactive processes. In this design, it offers an experi-
ence from passively receiving short sonic information, to actively 
thinking and searching in a real context, finally to an 
object-based relaxation. The switching between passively receiv-
ing information to actively get involved in the small activity 
brings a sense of Unity and Order, which also matched the 
fundamental needs at the beginning of the project.

Be engaged in the short story.

Although the specific audiovisual form should be researched 
more for future research, the storytelling in the audiovisual 
design is still an important feature. People point out that getting 
some stories totally different from the things you are worried 
about is a good way to distract. Modern social media also gets 
these needs, then designed some features like short video 
stories for fragmented viewing. The storytelling through the 
panorama visual and musical compositions should be improved.
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8.2 Limitations & Future Recommendations

Limitation of the study-Target user group research
This project included a limited number of nurses from RdGG 
hospital in delft by online research. As COVID-19 regulationʼs 
influences, hospital visiting and face-to-face context study was a 
big challenge in the study. Therefore, role-play as the final 
evaluation was conducted with people aged 21-29. The differ-
ent occupations will give different research results according to 
their own experience and understanding. In a word, the study 
needs to involve more target users to iterate, verify the product 
to introduce a more suitable and forceful design solution.

Scientific evidence of regulating mood.

During the final evaluation, a short questionnaire was used to 
understand the participants' feelings after using the product 
demo. However, during the study, as inspired by other music 
and mood-related research, scientific evidence is used to show 
the forceful results, for example, heart rate monitoring, brain 
wave monitoring, etc. These quantized data will be a possibility 
to find out.

Database of office objects and matched audiovisual.

Databases of office objects are required in the design solution. 
Using the current object detection model is not very suitable for 
this specific application since the name of the results may differ. 

A new database should be prepared by further research about 
hospital office objects. Furthermore, the audiovisual should also 
keep on updating to match these objects.

Visual possibility - abstract or concrete?
A concrete type of visual is shown in the design solution by the 
panorama view with music. The idea is to help the user to get a 
direct-viewing impression of the new reality that he/she is going 
to visit. However, with the music on, it can already build up an 
imaginary world by focusing on sound. Abstract visuals may 
also have an opportunity to be implemented to match the music. 
Comparison research may be conducted in the future to verify 
the idea.

Interface layout and colors.
As the goal of the product is to regulate the nurse's mood, then 
every detail of the product should convey this idea. Limited 
project execution time and different project focus donʼt allow 
the research to go deeper on the interface design perspective. 
Theoretically, colors and layout style also have an influence on 
peopleʼs moods. Related research should be considered to 
introduce a more complete design solution.
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Project Reflection

research team on the co-creation workshop preparation, which 
gave me a lot of design insights on users from my own project 
perspective during this COVID-19 time. 

As an IPD master student, a solid and reasonable design solu-
tion is essential to consider. In the final design, I focused more 
on the interface interaction and audiovisual demo design. It also 
showed a better user testing result in the end. Thereʼs no doubt 
that I learned a lot about UX design, audiovisual design skills in 
the project, which also built up myself as a designer and 
widened my scope of knowledge. 

As a graduate student in Master Integrated Product Design major 
from the Delft University of Technology, I decided to choose this 
project which focuses more on the user perspective. The initial aim 
of exploring more on this aspect is to learn the difference 
between experience design and tangible product design engineer-
ing. Although the whole project process was structured referring 
to the Advanced Concept Design and Advanced Embodiment 
Design course during my previous IPD study, the overall experi-
ence of the graduation project was still smooth. From STEM 
bachelor study to design engineering study in master, design 
thinking is the most important mindset that I get here. With the 
support of the Critical Alarms Lab team, I can have the opportuni-
ty to explore more on the area that I really like. 

Before the project, I made a schedule planning and tried to 
consider the possible influences on it. During this around 5-month 
study, personal issues and regulation issues all affect the progress. 
But in general, all the processes are on track as planned before. 

During the researching process, as Iʼm new in the domain of 
sound-driven research and design, I got a lot of help from my 
project Chair and Mentor. Literature, research questions are all 
inspired by discussion and conversations with them. Regular 
project meetings also help me to remove doubts in time. It was a 
fortune to be part of my Mentor, Stefano Delle Monache, the 
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The scenario music is using recording elements from Freesound.org and 
remix by the author. The panorama illustrations are designed by the 
author.

Chair - spaceship scenario music

Scenario background music: Stasis music for space - Darkensson
https://freesound.org/people/Drakensson/sounds/547029/

Scenario detailed sound: no detailed sound in this music to avoid sound  
                                      similar to alarms

Object iconic sound: Chair - Dig2008
https://freesound.org/people/Dig2008/sounds/67239/

Scenario iconic sound: Mars Pioneer - celldroid
https://freesound.org/people/celldroid/sounds/134951/

Plant - camping in the plant scenario music

Scenario background music: Relaxing piano guitar - Migfus20
https://freesound.org/people/Migfus20/sounds/559840/

Scenario detailed sound: Bugs buzzing loud - longshot

Object iconic sound: rustling leaves - giddster
https://freesound.org/people/giddster/sounds/437356/

Scenario iconic sound: Light rain camping - Santi_SF
https://freesound.org/people/Santi_SF/sounds/546036/

https://freesound.org/people/longshot/sounds/104642/
Cup - coffee beach scenario music

Scenario background music: Jazz street musicians - reinsamba
https://freesound.org/people/reinsamba/sounds/54066/

https://freesound.org/people/MarcoSensi/sounds/535583/

Scenario detailed sound: 

Object iconic sound: Stirring in coffee - jvdicke
https://freesound.org/people/jvdicke/sounds/455009/

Scenario iconic sound: 

https://freesound.org/people/szegvari/sounds/530705/

Water wave beach peoples ships field recording 
- szegvari

Italian beach with children playing people 
talking and some wind - MarcoSensi
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Window - flying in the sky scenario music

Scenario background music: Sky loop - foolboymedia
https://freesound.org/people/FoolBoyMedia/sounds/264295/

Scenario detailed sound: Dolpin chirps vocal pe024601 - BFDICream123

Object iconic sound: Open close window - voxhumanamusicurators
https://freesound.org/people/VoxHumanaMusiCurators/sounds/529785/

Scenario iconic sound: Wind synth high altitude - android_lime
https://freesound.org/people/android_lime/sounds/570890/

https://freesound.org/people/BFDICream123/sounds/577519/
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Appendix 1 - Project Brief
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Appendix 2 - Participant’s introduction of tasks in the workshop
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Appendix 3 - Context mapping results
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Appendix 4 - Final Evaluation Questionnaire
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Appendix 5 - Final Evaluation Statistics Results

Enjoy guessing object sounds

Indeed

10 9 8 1
Not really

Understanding about product function

Easy to understand
10 9 7 1

Not really

Daily sonic trip

Fun
10 9 68 1

Boring

Music match with the scenario

Matched well

10 9 8 7 1
Not really

Scenario exploration time

Too long

10 7 6 5 4 1
Too short

Engaging panorama visual

Fun
10 9 68 1

Boring

Simplicity of listening and guessing

Easy
10 9 78 1

Hard

9 8

Feel relaxed after using the APP.

Relaxed

10 7 1
Not at all
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